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Children’s internet usage is increasingly mobile

Challenging for parents as using supervision is the traditional method of protection

+ The rise in use of connected tablets has been rapid
over the last few years, with almost half of 7-8 year
olds using a tablet
+ By age 11-12 60% are using a tablet and 69% have a
smartphone
+ Ofcom 2017 latest survey shows an increase in both
tablet and smartphone usage by children aged 3-4
and 5-7

Supervision decreases with age

Pressure for children to manage their own online behaviour

Supervision of online activities by children age groups
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+ By age 14-16, 1 in 4 parents claim to still
supervise always or usually, but 41% no
longer supervise
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11-13 year olds
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+ Ofcom 2017 latest survey shows parents
use a combination of supervision, talking,
rules and technical tools
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% Sometimes

+ Supervision is highest when children are
under 5, with 77% saying they always or
usually supervise
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Contact with strangers remains a key concern

But lowers significantly aged 15-16 where it is as low as that of 6-7 year olds
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% very/somewhat
concerned about contact
with strangers

+ Parental concern for contact with strangers, is
second only to concern about viewing sexual
content
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+ Worryingly, concerns dips significantly after 13
when it is equivalent to that of 6 year olds

Majority of parents still not talking to their children
about online safety
11-13 age group is spoken to the most, but still only half of Parents

% who spoke to their children about online safety in the last month
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+ Most conversations are had with 11-13’s, but
decline as they grow older
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+ The proportion of parents who talk to their
children about online safety has remained
consistent over the last year
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Environment is complex and parents require help
Need to drive awareness, educate & empower parents
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2
Children are using an
increasing number of
devices at increasingly
young age

+

3
Parental supervision of
online activities cannot
be relied on as only
mediation and
decreases with age

+

4
Parental concern
increases to peak at 1112 and then decreases

Need to drive awareness, educate
& empower parents

+

General belief that
children know more
than parents do

A compelling call for action

+ Technology is advancing at a relentless pace. The
proliferation of devices, content and platforms is
creating both exciting opportunities and significant risks
for our children.
+ The rapid escalation of risks such as online grooming,
sexting and cyberbullying means that digital resilience
has become an essential life skill for UK children
22nd Jan 2018

Clear rationale for collective industry response

+ Internet Matter provides a framework for industry to
collaborate, leverage their reach and impact and be at the
heart of industry’s collective response to evolving risks.
+ Working with sector experts, we are able to collectively drive
forward a unified cross-industry response to this critical issue
+ By using these shared platforms and assets, we can amplify
the impact of investments each of our partners makes in
children’s online safety and provide a single, trusted set of
advice for parents

Driving awareness amongst parents

Motivating parents to get engaged with children's digital lives

+ Over 60% of our funding is
dedicated to campaign activity,
including media, press relations

and events

+ Unique position where campaign
activity is ‘supersized’ by industry
partners

Helping parents keep their children safe online
www.internetmatters.org

Driving
awareness

• Raising awareness of
risks

• Encouraging parents
to get involved

Support, help &
advice

• Educating &
empowering parents

• Building digital
resilience

• Supporting
professionals

Working with experts

• Developed with
experts

• Pathway to
support services

Support help & advice

Empowering & educating parents
+ Issues
+ 9 issues covered including online grooming,
sexting and online pornography
+ Advice
+ Advice guides by age of child
+ Controls
+ Setting up parental controls
+ Privacy settings

+ Hub
+ Research
+ Report
+ Where to go to report an issue

New age related resources

Helping parents understand the way online behaviour changes with age

Created with expert contributions
 Dr Linda Papadopoulos
 Karl Hopwood

Resources to support
 Discovering Digital at Primary
 Moving to Secondary
 Navigating Secondary School

Resources for professionals
Empowering & educating parents

+ Dedicated resource section for school
+ A range of leaflets and posters that can
be downloaded for use

+ A range of digital assets to use on
school websites

It’s working

9 out of 10 parents would recommend Internet Matters

73% say they are more likely to be
aware of “what my children are doing
online”
70% say they are more likely to check
my children’s privacy settings on social
media
68% are more likely to set up parental
controls on devices and broadband
networks

Source: Impact Assessment Wave 4, 2018 % Much More / More Likely
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